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Tuesday’s Flash news

Dear Members,

On Monday markets traded mix, but energy and metals traded negative, Tuesday also we may see
mix trend continuing but some selling pressure can come either late today or from Wednesday.

Grains will remain positive directions and currencies will give up gains after opening of USA market.

We are not changing any of our predictions; we still believe that Japanese Yen will gain 1000 to 1500
points against most of the currencies except US Dollar. We already mentioned last year that the era
for USA equity and US Dollar is coming, so stay long in equity and USD.

Tesla, FNMA, FMCC, Starbuck, Visa, Master, Amex and green mountain coffee is doing great, these
are our favorite stocks and they traded new multiyear high. We will recommend our new list during
next week newsletter.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: S&P, US dollar, and Uranium mining stocks are our favorite
trade for medium and longer terms, but there is one financial instrument that is our favorite; coffee.
It has been gaining sharply and moved up from $132 to $146. Watch coffee closely as the frost
session is coming closer.

FMCC and FNMA are doing well. Lately, uranium stocks are doing well. Three months ago, we
recommended Tesla Motor “TSLA”, which went up more than 160%. Our recommended price was
$32.00. On Friday, it closed at $79.40. It went up 40% higher in the last two trading days. In this
weeks’ newsletter, we recommended buying on Monday around $53.00 and gave a target of $200
within a year.

Here are the trading ranges and strategies for Monday:

METALS

Tuesday we may see metals holding on lower side but higher side will also remain tight so follow
below mentioned ranges for day trading. Palladium went up sharply on Monday; palladium will
outperform all metals in the next two years. We won’t surprise if it crosses $1000 mark during this
year.

Platinum and copper will trade weaker on Tuesday so sell around predicted high. Silver will struggle
as well on Tuesday.

This is what we mentioned yesterdays: We recommend selling metals on Mondays’ opening or
around the predicted higher range. Sell gold, silver, platinum and copper. Palladiums’ positive time
is starting from the end of May. Monday is a negative day for metals.

Please remember this: If gold starts trading below $1440, then $1392 is possible. We don’t see
gold going above $1479, 1488 or $1495 (we will surprised if gold goes to $1495).

Here is Tuesday’s range: (June/July 2013 contract):

GOLD: $1445.80 to $1420.30
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SILVER: $23.86 TO $23.25

COPPER: $337.10 TO $330.90

PALLADIUM: $720.00 TO $701.20

PLATINUM: $1495.90 TO $1472.50

SOFT COMMODITIES

Soft commodities traded mix on Monday except coffee went higher. Positive time till is coming for
soft commodities from 27 May, when Jupiter will be transiting from last degree. Keep adding
positions in coffee on lower side.

Tuesday trading range: (July 2013 Contract)

COFFEE: $147.90 TO $143.95

COTTON: $86.99 TO $85.10

COCOA: $2339 TO $2293

SUGAR: $17.44 TO $17.18

ORANGE JUICE: $150.20 TO $145.55

INDEXES

Monday most of stock indexes traded in the tight range but emerging market like India, Hong Kong
and Brazil closed in negative. As in the Sun will be changing house on Tuesday (today) 2.00 PM NY
time, so short term market may achieve top today in Asian, European and USA market, maximum
higher side is one percent from current levels in all major market. We still believe that a bull
market correction is on the way.

We still believe that it will be difficult for USA indexes to break last week higher predicted ranges,
this is what we mentioned in the last week newsletter: In last weeks’ newsletter, we predicted the
higher side for NASDAQ around 2988 to 3012, and S&P around 1648. These levels should be watched
carefully. We are not recommending any new strategies; adopt last week and this week’s newsletter
strategies for stock market trading. Don’t put 100% focus and money in short term trading. We
always recommend putting 20%-30% allocations to short term trading and the rest 70%-80% for
longer term.

Nikkei won’t be able to trade above 15,000 in the current rally.
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This is what we mentioned last week: S&P will only get weaker below 1607, just trade in and out.
Today represents a negative day for the USA equity market from the middle of trading sessions.
Asian and European markets may trade positively, but we recommend selling at higher levels with
stop-loss. If the Stock market doesn’t fall from late today and tomorrow, then load up call options
of 1700 in S&P, but we still see some sudden uncertainty that may arrive in markets from late
today in USA sessions.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: don’t short S&P until it doesn’t trade below 1607. Hold
buying position in S&P until it remains above 1607. In this week’s newsletter, we clearly mentioned
about the strategies of 2013, so read it carefully.

At this stage, we will just recommend trading in and out or buying on weakness around the
predicted lows and booking profits on higher levels.

Tuesday’s trading range (June 2013 Contract):

AUSTRALIAN (Cash) – 5225 to 5178

NIKKEI – 14932 TO 14775

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 6012 to 5929

SINGAP0RE (cash) – 3435 TO 3425

HONG KONG (cash) – 23130 to 22942

CAC – 3935 TO 3870

DAX – 8318 TO 8223

DEX EURO STOXX – 2775.75 - 2741

FTSE – 6612 TO 6563

S&P – 1636.25 TO 1622.75

NASDAQ – 2992.75 TO 2765.75

RUSSELL – 976.90 TO 966.50

DOW – 15109 TO 14088

GRAINS

Grains traded positive on Monday on negative day which give clear indications that grains prices will
move up sharply in coming next three days. Buy grains around predicted lows for intraday trading.
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Tuesday’s trading range (July 2013 contracts):

CORN: $665.25 TO $645.50

WHEAT: $719.50 TO $699.25

SOY: $1435.75 TO $1405.75

SOY MEAL: $421.80 TO $410.70

SOY OIL: $50.10 TO $49.11

RICE: $15.55 TO 15.32

ENERGY

On Monday oil struggled to move higher as predicted so those who are already in short positions can
hold their trades in oil, RB gas and Heating oil, and those who like to take trade can sell around
predicted higher range of today here below.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: Heating oil and RB Gas will trade weaker compared to oil, so
we recommend selling RB gas and heating oil on Monday around the predicted high. The higher side
will remain limited; oil will struggle to move higher above $95.69.

Natural gas won’t fall below $3.84, so start buying gas.

Tuesday’s trading range (all June contracts):

OIL: $95.65 to $94.12

NATURAL GAS: $3.98 to $3.86

HEATING OIL: $2.9150 TO $2.8610

RB GAS: $2.8510 TO $2.7820

TREASURY BOND

On Monday, the Treasury bond will trade mixed to the weaker sides as predicted. On Tuesday it
should make short term bottom so one can take small buying positions in it.

Tuesday’s trading range (June contract):

TREASURY BOND – 145-02 TO 144-00
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CURRENCIES

Emerging markets currencies traded mix, but these currencies are ready to make new lows so sell on
any rise. Yen traded mix on Monday, we may see rising trend coming in Yen from Tuesday as
mentioned in this week newsletter.

Euro, Pound and Australian dollar may trade bit higher on Tuesday but negativity is knocking door in
these currencies against Yen and USD. Either these currencies will fall after USA market open or from
Wednesday. Stay long in USD.

Watch this prediction: The Japanese Yen rising trend will come from this week by the end of the
month, Yen may gain 500 to 700 points against Euro, Australian dollar and Swiss Franc.

Tuesday’s trading range: (June contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 83.50 to 83.00

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.9969 to 0.9861

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.9923 to 0.9847

BRITISH POUND – 1.5350 to 1.5219

EURO – 1.3039 to 1.2930

JAPANESE YEN – 0.9965 to 0.09782

SWISS FRANC – 1.0415 to 1.0391

RUPPEE – 54.99 to 54.65 (Spot)

RAND – 9.19 to 9.08 (Spot)

Watch 48 hours after Sun changes. Daily cost of flashnews & Weekly Newsletter
Subscriptions is $15 a day. Include wave of nature theory in your trading and Investment
decisions.

Thanks & God Bless. Mahendra Sharma

13 May 2013, Monday 5.00 PM, Santa Barbara

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


